
CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Patient: N/A CIRRef: 11/001

Lead Director: Dr Duncan Alcock, Joint Associate Medical Director.

Incident Date: 06/06/2011

ToR Agreement Date: 23/06/11

Reviewers Commissioned Date: 08/06/11

Clinical Team Presentation Date: N/A

SMT Presentation Date: 25/11/2011

HMT Presentation Date:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

Date: 06/06/2011

Time: N/A

Location: Article published in The Sun newspaper

Type of Incident: Potential confidentiality breach

Brief Description of incident: On 06/06/11 an article appeared in The Scottish Sun newspaper

which described in detail a physical description of the flooring which had been placed within the Skye

Centre. Attached to this newspaper article were diagrams which also depicted reasonable pictorial

representation of the flooring plans which had been associated with construction of the Skye Centre.

DATIX reference: 12234

"REVIEW TEAM MEMBERS~ ZZI^^^^^Z^^^Z^^^^Z^^^^^^Z

• Dr Duncan Alcock, Associate Medical Director

• Neil Sommerville, Head of Clinical and Risk Governance.

• Ken Lawton, Senior IT Analyst.

REMIT OF REVIEW

The Terms of Reference for the review were agreed as follows:

1. Clarify the accuracy of the reporting of the story and its factual content.

2. Investigate the extent to which the information was accessible both within and outwith The State

Hospital.

3. Determine how the information might have been released from the site and by whom, when and

what.

4. Recommend learning points (systems, processes, confidentiality).

SUMMARY OF PROCESS

Following production of the terms of reference and agreement on the membership of the review team

members an initial meeting was held of the review team members to plan the process of the

investigation of the critical incident. It was agreed that the most likely way to discover whether a

deliberate breach of confidentiality had occurred was for the IT member of the review team to

consider how such a breach through an IT route could have occurred and whether such a breach

would be traceable to an individual. Following this the IT member of the group undertook a number of

processes. He reviewed the sanctuary logs for the IT system for the hospital and was unable to find

evidence that a file of the size which would have been involved with the breach of confidentiality had

been transferred to a USB device.



in addition, requests were also made to the Technical Department of NHS Mail to request a review of

all e-mail traffic from all staff both in terms of the file name that was attached to the original plans and

the size of the file. 6 emails were identified, however all of these had been sent after the publication

date, and on closer inspection it was found that these were ah emails sent between members of the

review team.

There were no emails sent from nhs.net accounts to the Sun newspaper.

Finally, a review of the pictorial representation within The Sun and the document containing the

planning pictures held within the hospital were reviewed and it was noted that there was no clear

match between the two.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Whilst elements of the article contained within The Scottish Sun newspaper appear to be accurate

other elements of the article were not. On closer examination the files held within the hospital that

related to the pictorial representation it was clear that the pictorial representation within The

Scottish Sun newspaper and the files did not match.

2. Whilst it was clear that the file that related to the floor plans for the Sky Centre had a limited range

of access nonetheless the number of individuals that had potential access to this file was

considerable. It was also noted that in the process of planning and commissioning the flooring in

question that a number of parties from outwith the hospital would have had access to plans. It

was not felt appropriate by the review team to investigate in more detail bodies outwith the State

Hospital given the number of bodies that could potentially have had access to this information.

3. Following thorough checks from the IT Security Manager both within and outwith the hospital,

including contact with the National E-mail Service Provider, no evidence was found to suggest

that the file in question had been released from the site in a data file format. The review team

could not rule out that the plans had been copied to paper format, were then released from the

hospital, and had then been reformatted by the media company in question.

4- The review team felt that there were no learning points of note in relation to this potential breach

of confidentiality. A number of systems and processes already exist through which it is possible

to trace individuals sending documents of a certain file name and file size. It was accepted that

the tracing of information breaches through a paper record remains very difficult.

RECOMMENDATIONS & ASSOCIATED RISK GRADING IZH!

1. No formal recommendations were made by the review team.



CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW

FULL REPORT

Patient: N/A CIRRef: 11/001

Lead Director: Dr Duncan Alcock, Joint Associate Medical Director.

Incident Date: 06/06/2011

ToR Agreement Date: 23/06/11

Reviewers Commissioned Date: 08/06/11

Clinical Team Presentation Date: N/A

SMT Presentation Date: 25/11/2011

HMT Presentation Date:

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

Date: 06/06/2011

Time: N/A

Location: Article published in The Sun newspaper

Type of Incident: Potential confidentiality breach

DATIX reference: 12234

People Involved: 14 people had access to the redevelopment file area (Uadm01\Redevelopment).

Witnesses: No witnesses were called in relation to the incident review as it was felt that an

investigation through an information technology assessment was the appropriate way forward.

Following this investigation it was not possible to sufficiently narrow down the individuals who could

potentially have had a role in the confidentiality breach.

Injuries sustained: None.

Action by the Procurator Fiscal/Police: None.

REVIEW TEAM MEMBERS

Reviewers commissioned on

• Dr Duncan Alcock, Associate Medical Director

• Neil Sommervilie, Head of Clinical and Risk Governance.

• Ken Lawton, Senior IT Analyst.

REMIT OF REVIEW

The Terms of Reference for the review were agreed as follows:

1. Clarify the accuracy of the reporting of the story and its factual content

2. Investigate the extent to which the information was accessible both within and outwith The State

Hospital.

3. Determine how the information might have been released from the site and by whom, when and

what.

4. Recommend learning points (systems, processes, confidentiality).



METHOD OF CONDUCTING REVIEW

Review team:

Preliminary meeting date held: 17th June 2011

REPORT/SUMMARY OF PROCESS

Following production of the terms of reference and agreement on the membership of the review team

members an initial meeting was held of the review team members to plan the process of the

investigation of the critical incident. It was agreed that the most likely way to discover whether a

deliberate breach of confidentiality had occurred was for the IT member of the review team to

consider how such a breach through an IT route could have occurred and whether such a breach

would be traceable to an individual. Following this the IT member of the group undertook a number of

processes. He reviewed the sanctuary logs for the IT system for the hospital and was unable to find

evidence that a file of the size which would have been involved with the breach of confidentiality had

been transferred to a USB device. In addition, requests were also made to the Technical Department

of NHS Mail to request a review of all e-mail traffic from all staff both in terms of the file name that was

attached to the original plans and the size of the file. Again no e-mails sent from the hospital were

discovered which related to the particular file name or for the size of the file. In addition, all e-mails

that had been sent from an NHS mail address of a staff member to The Sun newspaper were

reviewed and only six such e-mails were discovered and all were in response to communication from

the Manager of the Risk Management Department as part of this investigation, and after the date the

article was published. Also, a review of the pictorial representation within The Sun and the document

containing the planning pictures held within the hospital were reviewed and it was noted that there

was no clear match between the two.

CONCLUSIONS ~

1. Whilst elements of the article contained within The Scottish Sun newspaper appear to be accurate

other elements of the article were not. On closer examination the files held within the hospital that

related to the pictorial representation it was clear that the pictorial representation within The

Scottish Sun newspaper and the files did not match.

2. Whilst it was clear that the file that related to the floor plans for the Sky Centre had a limited range

of access nonetheless the number of individuals that had potential access to this file was

considerable. It was also noted that in the process of planning and commissioning the flooring in

question that a number of parties from outwith the hospital would have had access to plans it was

not felt appropriate by the review team to investigate in more detail bodies outwith the State

Hospital given the number of bodies that could potentially have had access to this information.

3. Following thorough checks from the IT Security Manager both within and outwith the hospital,

including contact with the National E-mail Service Provider, no evidence was found to suggest

that the file in question had been released from the site in a data file format. The review team

could not rule out that the plans had been copied to paper format, were then released from the

hospital, and had then been reformatted by the media company in question.

4. The review team felt that there were no learning points of note in relation to this potential breach

of confidentiality. A number of systems and processes already exist through which it is possible

to trace individuals sending documents of a certain file name and file size. It was accepted that

the tracing of information breaches through a paper record remains very difficult.



RECOMMENDATIONS & ASSOCIATED RISK RATING

No formal recommendatjons were made by the review team.



Appendix 1 - Press Enquiry Log

PRESS ENQUIRIES LOG

Date

Time

Medium / Enquirer

Contact Name / Tel No

Deadline

Patient Name

Ward

RMO

2 June 2011

11.25 am

The Sun

Asap - tomorrow s paper

-

-

-

Nature of Enquiry

Telephone enquiry stating that

The linoleum designed for the Activity Centre of the New Hospital

cost up to £50k plus further costs. M fl was

commissioned to do the artwork.

What's our reaction to this?

Informed

Chief Executive

HMO

Relevant Director

Social Work Department

First Minister (Scottish

Government)

Out of Hours Press Officer

Other

Yes/No

Yes

Handled By: Deadline Met? Yes

Response (below)

Statement from Andreana Adamson, Chief Executive, State Hospital:

"You have been misinformed.

"The cost of the whole floor was less than the £50,000 you quote as the cost of the design element.

"The cost of the artwork for the design was a very small fraction of the overall cost.

"As part of the NHS in Scotland, this expenditure has been in the context of a therapeutic environment.



Appendix 2 - Newspaper Article

8 Jun 2011

Fury as fortune spent on wacky floor for killer patients

BOSSES at hospital housinq killers and sex offenders are blasted over wacky artistic

lino

Published 2011-06-06

Row ... how floor design would look

BOSSES at a hospital that houses killers and sex offenders were blasted last night -

for splashing taxpayers' cash on wacky artistic lino.

It's thought NHS chiefs have spent thousands on the psychedelic yellow flooring -

which has fancy colours like "Dandelion" and "Golden Sunset".

The mosaic at Carstairs Hospital, in Lanarkshire, was created by English-based

artist | | and laid in an activity room as part of a muiti-million-pound

makeover picked up by the public purse.

Last night a spokesman for the TaxPayers' Alliance said: "This is no way to spend

taxpayers' money. NHS managers need to stop this sort of spending in its tracks.

"Funding for the NHS is being tightened each year and this can hardly be described

as frontline services."

An insider added: "It's frightening how much money is being spent here."

But last night Carstairs bosses defended the move, insisting the lino was

"therapeutic" for patients.

Andreana Adamson, chief executive of the State Hospitals Board for Scotland, said:

"The cost of the artwork was a very small fraction of the overall cost. As part of the

NHS in Scotland, this expenditure has been in the context of a therapeutic

environment."

A Scottish Government spokesman said: "This is a matter for the board."

Carstairs holds some of the country's most dangerous patients, sent there instead of

prison by courts.

They include



The hospital has hit the headlines several times recently.

Last year it was revealed patients were given a day of pampering and relaxation with

massage classes and new-age healing therapies.

And in February

food ban at the unit. Beast

, won a court fight to overturn a junk

claimed it ruined his bodybuilding regime.

Then last month we told how a knifeman in Carstairs and his former nurse were

given the nod to have their wedding at the state hospital after a U-turn by bosses.

, and |, were initially barred from tying the

knot at the facility.

But hospital chiefs have backed down and the couple are expected to wed there in

the next two months.

gerryduffy@the-sun.co.uk
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Appendix 3-Datix

Incident PRESS ARTICLE

Inc Name:

Aiea:

aaaawwiw Ret: 12447 ': 12Z34 | :

DlBClorate:

Location (exact]:

Type- COMINF

DATIX CCS

Slags ol coie-

Reiult:

RIDD0R7:

Incident date:

Opened:

Summary;

Action taken:

[24-Jun-2011 Clo.ed:

»| Location [type): OTHER

NONPAT ' Sub category:

1 v Advene event

|" ; Codec

Manager:

Reported:

Holiljr

OTHER

MEDIA

B-Jun-2011

Further

inv alligation?:

Atlidesbyl ^ o! The Sun on E end 6 June £011 entitled 'Fury oslortuns spent on

wacky floor for killer patients' end marked 'exclusive'.

-

Articles emoiled lo CEO

KPSANRLS...

Medicalion..

anaiyiii?: • NRLS?:
I I.-.1.. 0 Complaint*: 0 PALS: 0

■

Dose

£ Investigation for Incident ■ PRESS ARTICLE Pin IB

'antsquence:

1 :•

MAJOR ~g Likelihood ol recurrence:

1

POSS

1

v Grade:

AciiooPUn..

Grade Audi..

Inveitigoto.: Dl 25-Jun-£01l Z5-Jurr2011 Outcome: ACTION

Leitont teamed:

Further inquiry?;

Common!i/action taken:

Discussed ot Senior Team,

up

1

agreed that Ihis should be subject lo a Critical Incident Review. Process ol C1R sel

Ooie


